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Vishmay D Shah
Sr. Software Engineer 

AVAILABILITY

NOVEMBER

EXPERIENCE

6+ Years

EXPERIENCE SUMMARY
6+ years of experience consist of .Net C#, SQL, SSRS, MVC, WCF, WebAPi, .Net Core 

JavaScript, Angular, Web application development.

 Interested on R&D related things, New and unknown technologies, dedicated 

toward coding best practices and cleanness. Also interested in optimization 

stuff.

 Effective in requirement understanding in both on client point of view and 

development aspects.

 Used WCF Services, DI framework, working with git, Jira, Webpack.

 Contributed on grooming and analysis of Jira to understand all the aspects.

 Previously volunteered on research and development on LightInject, xUnit, and 

DotNet standard library which is currently used as a reference by other teams.

 Managed client communication for the project to reduce work load of senior.

 Automated document generation to speed up the signing process using 

DocuSign.

 Started with change requests and bugs, then migrated front end to kendo UI.

 Optimized inefficient modules to reduce the response time.

 Developed a challenging web application for shipping companies to help them 

navigate their ships in the sea.

 Integrated weather data provider service which provided wind speed, wave 

speed, etc… for helping ships navigating using the application. The challenging 

part was effective data communication due to huge amount of data and 

resuming the download from the point of connection loss, achieved using WCF’s 

streaming capabilities.

 Worked on an ERP application used by foundry enterprises for managing their 

ecosystem.

 Refactored the whole legacy application to reduce bug complains from client,

 Handled communication for gathering requirements for three months.

 Worked on an ERP solution for simplifying work of CA enterprise.

 Contributed additionally on some challenging items of another project of 

ecommerce site.

Vishmay is an honest, simple man with brilliant technical skills. He sticks to the
deadlines and abhors delay in work. In his free time, he plays games and loves
listening to music and spending time with family. He keeps himself updated with new
technologies and helps others sharing his technical knowledge
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EDUCATION

 B.E. C.U.Shah college of Engineering and Technology, Wadhwan, Gujarat Technological University, 

CGPA :7.47 out of 10. (2012).

 H.S.C (sci.) Sir Ajitsinhji Govt High School, Dhrangadhra, G.S.E.B., 64.40% (2008).

 S.S.C Sheth shree motilal mulchand vidhyalaya, Dhrangadhra, G.S.E.B., 68.57% (2006).

S KI LLS  &  DEV  T OOLS

C#, ASP.Net, WCF, Javascript, Angular, MVC, MVVM, nodejs(basic)
SQL Server, SSRS, RDLC
REST API, JSON, Third party SDK, Third party integration
Redis, Rabbit mq, xUnit, Moq
Git, Source Tree, Tortoise SVN, TFS for version control

TECHNICAL SKILLS


